Qognify
Cloud Bridge
STORE MORE, SPEND LESS.

Seamless integration and extension
Move your video into the cloud
Many operators of video surveillance installations run
into the same problems: the demand for storage space
for recording is ever-increasing. To provide more local
storage can be challenging, both from a budget and
operations perspective. Qognify VMS has got you
covered: Whether you want to add more cameras at
higher resolutions or extend retention times while
at the same time radically reducing your hardware
footprint, Qognify Cloud Bridge provides the right
solution for you.

www.qognify.com

With Qognify Cloud Bridge, you can minimize your
high-performance local video storage while keeping
months (or years) of recordings in the cloud.
Organizations can quickly and seamlessly integrate
cloud storage for disaster recovery and/or storage
extension and never run out of capacity. All while
saving up to 80% as compared to complex onpremise hardware infrastructure.

SAFEGUARDING YOUR WORLD

SAFEGUARDING YOUR WORLD

QOGNIFY
CLOUD BRIDGE
Qognify Cloud Bridge is designed to make installation
and configuration very easy – select your camera
repository, choose the required retention period and
enable optional Disaster Recovery.

SYNCED COMPONENTS

FAST SCALABILITY

MAXIMUM RELIABILITY

for seamless and hassle-free
operations

to add storage space for video
recordings immediately

thanks to built-in redundancy
& failover

„CLOUD FIRST“

CAPEX VS. OPEX

helping to implement corporate
cloud strategies

avoiding major IT infrastructure
investments

Store More

Ensure Business Continuity

Durability and Security

Seamlessly connect your local
storage with the Qognify Cloud or
any cloud, to always have room for
new video and more cameras

All video data required to restore
your timeline can be made
immediately available with Cloud
Bridge for Disaster recovery

Access to any Cloud

Spend Less

Cloud Bridge uses standard interfaces and technologies to connect
with multiple cloud vendors - so you
are never locked in

Save up to 80% on storage
compared to on-premises hardware
by tapping into lower-cost cloud
storage

Cloud storage provides high object
durability compared to the standard
storage solution, protecting data
against disk failures and media
errors. It all comes with a strong
data-at-rest encryption using
AES 256bit to keep your video data
safe.
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KEY BENEFITS

